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Math Department Receives
State Attorney General Attacks
College's Young Republicans
Grant to Develop Logic Machine
Father Bezuszka, of the Boston College Mathematics Department announced last week a grant of $235,500.
The grant provides for the development of electronic laboratory materials, including the logic machines with which Father Bezuszka has been

by JOHN K. HIGGINS, JR.
The Boston College Young Republican Club was the subject of a verbal
attack by the Massachusetts Attorney General here last Monday.
The Honorable Edward J. McCormack, Jr. labeled the recently pub-

Slished bulletin of the Young Republican Club a "scandal sheet" and a
"diatribe of misinformation," unmodern mathematics program
worthy, he thought, of the students
which has been developedby Father
Bezuszka. The grant covers the peof Boston College.
riod from September, 1962, to June,
The Attorney General was here
for an address at the Public Affairs
1963.
More specifically, the money has
The Boston College Reserve Officer Training
The festivities of the 25th Anniversary Year of Forum which is under the direction
been allotted for the development Corps brigade under the command of Cadet Major
the Boston College School of Social Work will be of Rev. Robert J. McEwen, S.J.,
of the logic machines
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tunity of comparing the American
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concepts of
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By
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spectators and the Lewis Drill team
times neglected.
Russia and the European counFreshman mathematics majors will perform.
B.C. students will be interested tries.
takknow
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now
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in the School of Education are
to
that there
A social hour will precede the
Honored guests will be: the Very four national writing contests being a course in modern mathemato
Walsh,
S.J.,
Reverend
Michael
P.
ing conducted to discover young banquet enabling the alumni
tics with Father Bezuszka. Miss
make this a very special occasion
Margaret Kenney, an instructor in President of Boston College; Father authors. All those who feel they
Mackin, S.J., Assistant to have a flair for writing should not for a reunion with former classthe Math Department, is conduct- Francis
President;
the
Father Charles Don- hesitate to investigate these op- mates.
ing the course for two classes of
S.J., Academic Vice Presi- portunities.
Mr. Edward B. Hanify, a memfreshmen and a class of seniors. ovan,
McCarthy, S.J.,
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(Continued on Page 2)
'52.
(Continued on Page 2)
tained by this magazine.
Mademoiselle is sponsoring two
different contests. Their fiction
contest offers two $500 prizes and
publication of the winning articles.
Runners up will receive honorable
mention and the magazine holds
By ROBERT E. OTLEWSKI
the right to publish their stories at
By WILLIAM BILLINGHAM
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Boston College Band is
Public Affairs Forum presented Gordon declared that the consumer
to increase school spirit and give Mr. Peter C. Siragusa, the Director and under 26 years of age is eli- the
a lecture on "Consumer Economics" spends an excess of $370,000,000
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a result of inferior quality and
it represents. In the past two structor of Instrumental Music for 5000 words, whether or not pre- former Chairman of the Economics as
short measuring of the goods which
in
printed
college,
publicaviously
Schools,
the Dimonths the band has played an in- the Boston Public
Department of Denison University. he purchases annually.
dispensable part in the functions rector of the Boston Fire Depart- tions, may be submitted. All entries
1962
The Professor used the electrical
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Professor Gordon's discussion
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Director
of
Band,
It
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and
the
University.
of this
was concerned with the consumer's conspiracy of last year to illustrate
hailed as the best band that Boston the Public Schools Junior Concert at
lack of education in business prac- another problem which faces the
College Fiction Contest
College ever put on the. field and it Band.
Mademoiselle
tices and how this subjects him to consumer: price fixing. In this
is evident that there is still more
In 1957 when Mr. Siragusa first
Lexington
420
Avenue
a
number of dishonest and unethi- scandal 45 men were accused of
only
came
to
B.C.
the
band
functo come.
cal businessmen with whom he is conspiracy to fix prices, rig bids,
New York 17, New York
In the past five years this organ- tioned during the football season.
in constant contact. The consumer's and divide markets on electrical
(Continued on Page 2)
ization has grown from a group of Last year saw the first time the
ignorance in these matters renders equipment valued at $1,750,000,000
merely 30 members to its present band stayed together for a longer
him unable to check the quality and annually. He also stated that the
(Continued
Page
3)
size of 90. The man who deserves
on
quantity of goods which he pur- public is yearly defrauded of
chases in great abundance every
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experimenting, and the instruction
of 42 high school teachers in a

ROTC and Band
Highlite Half Time

Anniversary for

School of Social Work

?

?

Short Stories
Contests Open

Iowa State Queen Featured
By Band in Sat. Half Time Show

Prof. Gordon Tells Forum
Public Is Being Defrauded

Drama Society
On The Heath

The Boston College Dramatic
Society announces that the year's
first production, Macbeth, will be
held on Monday and Tuesday evenings, Nov. 20 and 21, at the old
Boston College High School on
James Street, across the street
from the Franklin Square House.
With the final casting of Claudia
Higgins as Lady Macbeth, the Society has accelerated its already
demanding rehearsal schedule in
an effort to present a highly polished and well-actedversion of this

extremely difficult play.
Already cast in leading roles are
Anthony Capodilupo as Macbeth,

HEIGHTS photo by Carl Spence

The Boston College Cheerleaders (For non-football events, of
course). They are: Sitting left to right: Joyce Swivinski, Frances
Weafer, Maura McCusker, Captain, Elenor McCarthy, Maryann Gutch.
Standing: Ursulia Maglio, Jean Dunning, Helene Karpinski, Angella Allars, Julie Vanderbrook, Joan Buckley. They were selected by Miss Elbery, Maura McCusker, and John Hackett of The Gold Key, who sponsor
the rallies at which the girls will cheer.

Howard Hecht as Macduff, Tom
Luddy as Banquo, and R. Stephan
Tarpey as Lenox.
His Eminence
Richard Cardinal Cushing
will dedicate
McElory Commons
on Thursday, Nov. 9 at 3:00 P.M.

Shown above are the members of the Order of the Cross and
Crown. They are: left to right?First row: George MacDonald, Robert
Minasian, Michael Tyner, Allen Choate, John Walsh, and Thomas Cinella. Second row: John Amoroso, Andrew Somers, Robert Layden, Vincent McCarthy, and John Keefe. Third row: Stephen McKenna, Robert
Magner, James McCourt, and C. John McCann.
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Attorney General...
(Continued from Page 1)
information in it was substantially

Prof. Gordon...
(Continued from Page 1)

inaccurate, and that inferences
from such material can unjustly
damage the reputation of many
persons.

He further stated his personal
condemnation of such 'smear' propaganda, whether it be by Republicans or Democrats.
Father McEwen pointed out that
the Heights, the official student
publication of Boston College, had
denounced the bulletin in its issue
of October 20 this year. An editorial of that issue stated that the
"bulletin speaks poorly for Boston
College."
In speaking of the Administra-

tion Procedure Act, Mr. McCormack
stated that the Constitution calls
for twenty regulator agencies in
Dr. Leland J. Gordon
Massachusetts. There are currently
plus"
agencies
such
"three-hundred
$4,500,000,000 because people are
in the state. He said that studies unable to detect deceitful practices
are currently under way to stream- before investing in them.
line the procedure of such agencies
As a last point of discussion
in order to obtain the maximum Prof. Gordon stated that the consystem.
benefit for Massachusetts'
sumer no longer has freedom of
On a question from the audience choice in our present economic
the Attorney General was asked society. Too many factors, he said,
about his political aspirations. are now capable of determining a
Father McEwen reminded him that buyers choice of the goods he
Edward Kennedy had 'ducked' such wants. The clothing industry has
questions when he spoke here on brought men into the fashion cycle
October 3, and that the Attorney and men must now conform to the
General could also do so. Acknow- present style or be out of place in
ledging this, Mr. McCormack said business and social functions.
he saw no need of ducking the Professor Gordon received his
question but said it was 'a little B.S. and Ph.D. in Economics from
too early' for him to fully define the University of Pennsylvania. He
his political ambitions. However, received his A.M. in Political
he did intimate a consideration on Science at the same school. In addihis part to run in the coming Sen- tion to being a former Chairman
atorial race.
of the Economics Department at
When asked about a Code of Denison University, Prof. Gordon
Ethics for public servants, he said is a former Assistant Director of
he thought it was "very desirable" Admissions at the University and
and it would "let the honest ones recently was the President of the
know what they can and cannot Ohio Association of Economists
do."

and Political Scientists.

frights

B.U. Ratty
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Short Stories...

Younger Poets
Next Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)
On Friday, November 17, the an- Mademoiselle is also sponsoring a
nual B.U. football rally will be held contest to select members for their
under the direction of the Gold Key "College Board." The twenty outThe Younger Poets Series will
Society with Len Fiore A&S '63 as standing entries will win an exciting month as Mademoiselle open on Thursday, November 9 at
chairman.
Guest Editor.
8 P.M. in McElroy Commons. Ned
The parade will start at 7:30 p.m.
O'Gorwan, a professor of English
Esquire Magazine and Bantam at
at Saint Ignatius Church. The Band
Manhattan College and associate
will lead the parade of floats up Books are holding a short story editor of Jubilee magazine, will
Commonwealth Aye. then through contest for fiction writers not read from his published work
the campus to Roberts Center hitherto published by a national "Night of the Hammer."
where the rally will supposedly hardback, paperback or magazine
Other poets to appear in the
transpire. Be sure to bring your publisher. Prizes of $500, $350, and
Younger Poet Series are Brother
Esquire
will
be
awarded.
re$150
you
AA stub so that
will be adserves the option on prize winning Antonius, 0.P., Sister Bernetta,
mitted.
stories and will pay full rates in 0.5.A., and Arthur Freedman.
The Series is under the joint
Student support of this rally is addition to the prize money for
deemed necessary, and it is hoped those actually published. Bantam sponsorship of the English Acadthat even more support will be will publish approximately fifteen emy and the Humanities Series.
shown here than was displayed at stories including the top three in
the Villanova game. Coach Hef- an anthology entitledStories of the
ferle made particular mention of Sixties. Manuscripts are due Jan(Continued from Page 1)
the spirit which helped to inspire uary 15, 1962 and should be sent
the team.
to:
tion of students with the current
Richard Yates
teaching methods and from deIn any case, B.C. looks to a
Esquire-Bantam Contest
mands on the technological culture
smashing victory over B.U. and a
Bantam Books
in the West.
good rally will give the team that
271 Madison Avenue
extra push, as it were. Let's see
A $237,000 grant in November,
New York, New York
1960, enabled the Math Departall the students carry the spirit
from the Villanova game to the Further information can be ob- ment to train high school math
rally and show that they have tained from Prof. Leonard Casper teachers in new concepts of the
good memories, at least!
subject.
of the English Department.
These grants along with a $25,-000 Ford Foundation grant, number just a few of the awards Father
Bezuszka has received, enabling
him to realize his important project.

Math Department...

The Boston College
Film Society
presents
Father Bezuszka demonstrates logic machine to aspiring Aristotle.

and
starring Alec Guiness
"An hilariously tragic story of
the tenth Duke of Chalfont and
eight people who had to be done
away with before the title was
his."

Wednesday, Nov. 8
Bapst Auditorium
performances:
3:15 P.M.

8:15 P.M.
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Postmarked: JAMAICA

Several students of mine bluntly
asked, "Why did you come to
Jamaica?" Truthfully, the reasons
why I came are forgotten. During
the past months my mind has been
filled with recent events and experiences.

One afternoon, not too long ago,
I inquisitively asked a Sunday
school pupil what he ate for breakfast. The lad answered, "Tea and
bread." For supper he mentioned
that he had rice and peas. Lads like
my Sunday school pupil run barefooted on Emerald Road below my
bedroom window in ragged shirts
and in mended shorts kicking a
punctured soccer football. On Sundays unfortunate boys and girls
walk along the hot tar streets barefooted on their way to church,
holding their only pair of shoes in
their hands. At the church's doorsteps they quickly put their shoes
on. Actually, shoes last much
longer this way. Try it.
Nevertheless, Jamaicans lack
much more in education and in
spiritual ways rather than in material items. What Jamaica's youth
drastically needs is good example
and guidance to draw them away
from their multiple problems and
temptations. Young Jamaica students admire America and Americans. As a matter of fact, young
and old alike imitate the American
way of life from movies and
magazines they see. Yet from their
personal questions I surmize that
these boys are searching for answers that will lead them in the
right direction.

Iowa State...

school where fifty per cent of
the students are illegitimate ? Why
are the burglar bars laced across
the windows of my beedroom?
Who encouraged a negro teenager to accost me in downtown
Kingston asking, "Do you want
Chinese bar 'n China doll?" These
few questions may shock the college student back home, but this is
a reality. These are the problems
that burden Jamaica.

Basically, persons desire a change
toward good. Jamaicans are no different. But, who is willing to show
them the means toward that good?
Will movies or magazines from
America pave the way? Or will
young Catholic college graduates

(Continued from Page 1)
period when "Snooks" Kelly requested that it play for the hockey
games in McHugh Forum. This
year the band has finally been
recognized by the University as a
year-round organization.
According to Mr. Siragusa the
band's goal for the Centennial year
is to have 100 pieces. If this goal
can be reached it will be as good
as, if not better than, any other
college band in the New England
area. Any person who can play or
has ever played is cordially invited to join, either now or after

the football season.
Assisting Mr. Siragusa in the
running of this organization are:
John Consolmagno, Asst. Director;
John Kane, Business Manager; and
from America blessed with intel- Frank Burke, Drum Major; as well
lectual and proper spiritual train- as the elected officers, Samuel
ing, direct the unfortunates toward Fardy, President; William Anduchow, Vice President; Samuel Gergood ends ?
son, Treasurer; and Gerald Coyle,
I am sure that members of the Secretary.
class of "62" are "willing to play
The band is now coming into
the brilliant game of love, serving the heart of the football season and
the Church and God in the mis- has prepared to entertain during
sions."
the remainder of the games. The
first of these will be the lowa State
game in which the band has as its
guest Miss Joyce Rice, Head Drum
REMINDER
Majorette and Homecoming Queen
from the
of lowa State. We may look forSUB-TURRI
ward to a most enjoyable half time
The deadline for payment of show in which Miss Rice will be
the 1st $5.00 installment on featured.
For the Boston University game
YOUR copy of the 1962 SUBthe band will cooperate with the
TURRI is November 8, 1961.
United Fund, and this show will
See your Section Salesmen or feature the Tessy girls. The Band
the SUB-TURRI Sales Staff will also be marching for the rally
NOW!
which is scheduled on the eve of
the game.

During the Syracuse game the
band will serenade the East with
a "Tribute to Stage and Screen."
Some of the numbers that will be
played are "Camelot," "Wildcat,"
"I Ain't Down Yet," and others.
This will be an added treat for all
that watch the game.
The band will play for the Holy
Cross Rally and will also be the
team's best cheering section at the
game the following day.
In addition to the football and
hockey season the band intends to
play for some of the basketball
games and to form a Concert
Orchestra.
On the social side, the Boston
College Band is sponsoring the
Syracuse Victory Dance which will
be held at the Hotel Bradford in
the Empire Room. The cost will
be an unbelievably low $3.00 per
couple. This will be one dance no
one will want to miss.

ALL STUDENTS INVITED!
On Friday Nov. 17th, to the
B.U. football rally. The parade
will begin at 7:30 in St. Ignatius Church. The rally will follow at 8:00 in Roberts Centre.
Admission will be by A.A. stub.

UNIVERSITY
PAPERBACKS

Something is desperately needed.
Why am I teaching in a Catholic

Nicholas Nyary
To Speak to IRC

k

Boston College will sponsor a
conference of the Club Presidents
of the New England Association of
International Relations Clubs on
Saturday Nov. 4 at 2 P.M. in the
Senior Lounge of Lyons Hall. Mr.
James Unger A&S '64 will be Conference Chairman.

In the first phase of the meeting
Mr. Nicolas Nyary, Executive Director of the World Affairs Council, will speak on Participation in
International Affairs by High
School and College Students.
Richard Derham, President of
the Harvard Foreign Relations
Club will be chairman of the second
phase of the meeting. At this time
a Council will be set up to coordinate the different clubs in the
Boston area. It is hoped that this
council will act as a model for the
formation of other area clubs
throughout New England.
The third phase of the meeting
will involve outlining plans for the
New England Regional Convention
which is to be held at American
International College in Spring-

\&

Miss Joyce Rice, head drum majorette of lowa State University.
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A FABLE

ONMAKISM
A perennial accusation which is directed toward the college student is that he is searching more for security than for
knowledge. He is alleged to endure four years of academic
discipline because it is the best means to achieve the good life
which envisions. In many cases the fact that a student does
not have a scholarly outlook or even inclinations toward scholarly work can hardly be attributed to the university which
he attends. Individual professors may be able to instill an
attraction and a desire for serious study but a student lacking
incentive can derive infinitesimal inspiration from a conglomeration of buildings. The idea of the university can exert a
significant influence on some students, but it can never be
sufficient to stir students generally.
A university cannot be blamed for a good many of its
seemingly "dead" students, i.e., students who are passively in
attendance; for the means of selection cannot elicit the total
personality of a candidate. Of necessity, therefore, principal
emphasis must be put on performance in standardized examinations, high school marks, and references.
Our American educational system is at least consistent
in its reliance on marks; for they not only provide the main
basis for college entrance but they are also the standard of
measurement for an individual's performance once he has
gained admission. In short, each student is impelled toward a
different form of security seeking; to maintain his academic
standing he is forced to work for marks. And from this striving comes the almost inevitable linking of marks with knowledge. Thus, the student who may read around a particular
topic in a survey history course but who fails to memorize a
great inclusive list of names and dates may give the appearance of having done poorly in the course, although he has
gained independently a thorough comprehension of a very
limited area touched upon in the course. Factual information
quite often serves not to educate but, rather, to demonstrate
the student's application in cooperating with markism.
We should state at the beginning that we do not wish to
introduce any progressive innovations to the system of grading at Boston College. Whether we like them or not, marks are
a necessary academic convention. They provide at least some
indication of a student's effort to the university he attends.
Instead of creating a fettish about markism the university
should seek to tone down the emphasis on examinations in
favor of much more extensive reading, research papers, and
creative writing, as these forms of study are applicable to
discipline. This proposal is most applicable within the humanities; but it would apply universally at Boston College, since
each student, regardless of his program of concentration, receives a substantial background in the humanities.
Required courses seem the most susceptible to markism,
and the bad effects at Boston College can best be realized in
Theology courses.
Most students came to this University because they
wished a deeperknowledge of the Church. Perhaps the source
of some students' dissatisfaction with Boston College lies in
the dismaying and disappointing knowledge that Theology
courses are no less exempt from markism than any other
courses.
It is certainly a mistake to evaluate one's spiritual life in
terms of a Theology grade. But there is, nevertheless, the
danger of reading into a Theology mark a meaning which
'treats Theology as more than an academic discipline.
What, then, could be the solution? We should propose
that marks not be given for Theology. The courses would be
no less compulsory than at the present, however. Instead of
a mark, a student would be credited with having completed
the course satisfactorily or unsatisfactorily within the norms
established by the Theology Department with the necessity
of acquiring two Theology credits a semester. The existing
cut system would be maintained; periodic reviews and term
papers would still be required to determine a student's performance, but he simply would not receive a grade.
The greatest objection to this proposal is probably the
abuse that could occur concomitantly with this privilege. We
do not think it would be too great, since we do not propose
to remove obligations from the students. We should wish to
see Theology presented for its own merit as a science and also
as a discipline which has application within the realm of
the empirical.

By LOU
Once, when another rival electronics factory started
There was once a machine, a very important
machine. Its job was to be the final processor in a to produce anvils, our factory thought it would be
large electronics factory. It processed the transistors, nice to produce some anvils of their own. The processthe circuit boards, the power tubes which went out ing machine couldn't handle the anvils though; they
into the great electronics world. It was responsible just didn't respond. The checking machine was lightfor making these tubes and transistors the very best ing up night and day until eventually the processing
tubes and transistors that could be made before they machine discovered that the checker wanted the anvils
were stamped with the final approval of the factory. to be either rejected completely or re-routed around
reject
Attached to this machine there was a small check- the processor. Sometimes the processor would
(they
just
you
know)
fit,
the
anvils
didn't
but
never
ing device. The checking device was a multi-purpose
re-route them so that they would have the
would
it
sort of thing. It lit up, for instance, when the big
final step of the factory. It seemed, sometimes that
processing machine went awry
if a tube was loose,
the easiest thing to do wouldbe to shut off the checkchecking
or if a wire short-circuited. The small
ing machine.
machine couldn't fix the processor, but it could inform
the processor through an electric conversation that
This last step might have pleased the other tubes
something was wrong. The processor was a very in the factory. They constantly demonstrated that
sophisticated machine which could fix itself. Some- the checking machine was fairly useless (in their
times, though, it did not fix itself because nothing eyes at least). Of course, they might have volunteered
was wrong. The checker frequently lit up when it to do duty in the checking machine but this seemed
had spotted only an apparent error, when no real an odious and extreme solution to them. They merely
error existed.
made it known among themselves that the checking
The reason for the imperfect functioning of the machine was not to be trusted or even paid attention
checking machine was actually very simple. It was to. They would never even use the circuits; they had
supplied with its tubes and transistors by the factory to tell the checking machine how useless it was. They
itself. You see, the tubes in the checker hadn't gone just hummed it among themselves in the big storage
through final processing. They could be faulty. So, box they were left in between operations.
of course, the big machine didn't always pay attenAll in all, the situation was very comfortable,
tion when the checker lit up.
though. The processor processed, the checker checked
?

Sometimes the checker was right. The processor
had to take this into consideration. For, after all, the
tubes in the processor were made in that factory and
if they were never right, it couldn't have been a very

and was paid attention to or not (it was, as you
remember, strictly up to the processor) and the
power tubes were processed stamped. And even most
of the tubes in the checker were finally stamped

good factory.

(although not always).

The Sound
Opinion
By GENE

MACKIE

***** Exceptional
**** Excellent
*** Good
** Fair
Poor
*

This week brings the unveiling
of the first "Five Star" record to
be reviewed in "The Heights." This
"Exceptional" rating is given only
to records of special merit. To
attain this rating the performance,
material, arrangement, and actual
recording must be of the best
grade. Our first "Five Star" album
is: ***** "i Remember Tommy"?
Frank Sinatra, arranged and conducted by Sy Oliver?Reprise 1003.
If we had to condense all of Sinatra's greatness into one album,
this would be the one. The album
is dedicated to the memory of the
era of the "big bands," especially
the era of the Dorsey Band. All
the material in the album is taken
from the repertoire of T.D.s band
of the 30's and 40's. There is a kind
of nostalgia that comes over you
when you hear the album, a picture comes into view of a tall man,
with his metal rimmed glasses and
trombone leading a contingent of
America's greatest musicians, with
a little known group called the
Pied Pipers singing the songs that
were to make them famous. Frank
Sinatra sang with the Pied Pipers
as did Jo Stafford. With them he
Student newspaper of Boston College, published by and for the students of the gained the style that has made him
university on Friday during the academic year. Address all correspondence to THE
HEIGHTS, Student Activities Building, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. Entered unique and lasting, he also gained
is second class matter at the Boston Post Office. Represented by National Advertising the poise that a truly great perService.
Deadline for news releases, signed opinion, and advertising material is 4 P.M. former needs. Sinatra joined the
of the Tuesday preceding publication, unless otherwise announced.
Dorsey band as a young kid, nervTelephone DE 2-3200, ext. 581-582.
ous and shaky with a style like any
other singer of his day, when he
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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left the band he had his confidence
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standards.

This album is a must for anyone
who likes good music, and probably
will rank as a collector's item in a
short time.

*** "The Four Coins in ShangriLa" Epic LN 3445.
We finally have the answer as to
where the Four Coins have been
since their big hit recording of

"Shangri-La," they've been spending some time in Shangri-La or
their Eutopia. Seriously though the
four guys have come up with an

excellent album. All their arrangements are done by Richard Hayman, the noted band leader. The
liner notes tell us that all the ma-

A SERIES

DISARMAMENT
By JIM McCANN
It is understatement to point out that the appearance of thermonuclear weapons has created a crisis in the traditional operations of
world politics. Formerly, the conflicts between nations were settled by
war or the threat of war if no mutually agreeable solution could be
effected. The basic principle behind international politics was power.
If the status quo did not suit a nation it would attempt to change it
either by threat of or, if necessary,
history. A novel solution might be
by use of force. Today this sort of the freezing forever of the existing
thing makes no sense.
status quo?the sort of thing likely to emerge when the policy of
Power is no longer a meaningcontainment has been applied to all
of
naprinciple.
power
ful
The
one
of the planet. However, what
parts
tion in relation to its allies and are the chances China
stand
enemies no longer decides the suc- still when the masses arewill
in search
cess of a nation in pursuing its in- of standing
room. There is such a
terests. Power is no longer a quan- thing.as motion
in history and it
titative relation. In the thermo- can
be no more easily legislated
nuclear age power in nation is
away than, say, the tides. The map
either total or it is entirely lack- of Europe has never been the same
ing. Total power exists in those nafor more than twenty-five years
tions possessing weapons of mass and the map of the world stands
destruction. Other nations have no small chance of remaining static
strength at all in relation to the forever.
thermonuclear powers.
Neither does the solution lie as
The problem, however, is not the so many people on both sides seem
position of non-nuclear powers rel- to believe, in the constant facing
ative to the bomb laden nations. down of one's foe. There is limit to
These powers are at the mercy of how far one can push another in
their nuclear masters and their view of the existence of such
rights are merely privileges grant- things as vital interests and volaed them by this nation or Russia tile electorates. There is also a
or, in many cases, simply the free- limit to how firm one may stand
dom which grows out of a conflict when the irrational forces of naof interests among the great pow- tionalism, overpopulation and hisers. In the final analysis this is no toric destiny are the moving forces.
freedom at all.
How can it be made possible for
to
One method of manipulating the international politics to return
in an
map in this nuclear age is the their external ebb and flow
proclamation of the "non-negoti- age of total power?
able." Communism in Latin AmerThe only solution seems to be
ica and capitalism in Hungary are some sort of disarmament. Both
both non-negotiable. This, how- the United States and Russia
ever, seems to have become a agree. However, they do not disrather sterile solution. The solu- arm. Why? Because, the United
tions proposed for Berlin by this States wishes
at least for the
nation and Russia, which are con- foreseeable future
only nuclear
tradictory, are also non-negotiable. disarmament and this Russia condemns as hypocricy. The Soviet
Another solution is the outlaw- Union insists on total disarmament
ing of war. But this is something which his nation, in its turn conwhich neither side would take se- siders idiocy. Now the Russian poriously and which would further- sition would render the halting of
more be an insult to the study of the leftist surge in the under-deterial is especially arranged to fit veloped nations impossible and also
their styling, and this seems to be seems to suggest international
true. Their delivery is excellent on anarchy.
In the eyes of Russia, the U.S.
such things as "Memories of You,"
"Maybe," "Manhattan Serenade." position is a clear effort to stop
However I have heard better ver- history by forcibly frustrating the
sions of "Heartache Street," but will of the world. Also important
the album is a good buy for those is to know to what extent Russia
who like music to dance to.
is victim to the ambitions of Red
Army officers or the U.S. to the
WVBC 45's of the week:
demands of a monstrous lobby in"Pink Lips"?Caravelles?Star- tent on "millions for defense."
maker Records.
These are the problems of disarma"The Lion is Sleeping"?Tokens ment which will be considered in
RCA Victor.
this series.
?

?

?
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A PHILOSOPHY FOR LIFE
By VINCENT G. MOLONEY

..

if you wish to strive for pious mouthings of those who pro".
peace of soul and pleasure, then claim that the forces of truth must
the forces of satanic evil,
believe; if you wish to be a devotee overcome
or in the pragmatic defeatism of
of truth, then inquire
."
those who cry better red than dead,
Nietzsche
it is there and it is by its very
nature a threat?a threat that deSomeone once made the comment stroys rationality and encourages
that this generation of Americans the formulation of simple and abis a thoroughly confused lot. He solute solutions to the problems of
predicted his assumption on the the world.
historicalfact that today's younger
For such solutions are comfortgeneration has been reared under
enough
a constant threat of war. Our nor- able, and if surrounded bythey
can
prestige
mummery
and
included
mal environment has never
an era of true and lasting peace. provide the wandering soul with
something akin to a religion. They
This abnormal normalcy has can be utterly devoid of rationality
created an uncomfortable genera- or reason. They do not even have
tion, and man in his search for to be practical. All that is necescomfort has often done little more sary for them to be accepted is a
than become confused.
solid foundation in emotionalism
For confusion is evident all and vagueness. They are concluaround us. Whether it be in the sions without any premises.

..

Tower to Town
By

.

LARRY GABLER and MARY LOU SCALLEY

ON WASHINGTON:
Huge crowds line up for every weekend evening performance of
Breakfast at Tiffany's at the Capri. Audrey Hepburn stars in this well
Friday and Saturday tickets
reviewed comedy about the big city
start at $2 for West Side Story, which opened Wednesday. Natalie
Wood's acting and Lenny Bernstein's Music combine for a good show.
Maria Schell and Stuart Whit- overture to the finale, it's a good
man star in The Mark at the Met- show.
ropolitan. It's the story of a young
man living with the fear that his THE SCOOP SCENE:
previous involvement in a detestWell, pent-up ones, this weekend
able crime will be discovered as he does not promise such a great
attempts to build a new life
quantity of mixers, but the quality
It's the last weekend for Sophia does not diminish proportionately.
Loren's Two Women at the KenAn intercollege Newman Club
more. It concerns rape in a bombed mixer will be sponsored by Lesley
out church during World War 11.
College at White Hall, 31 Everett
St. in Cambridge tonight at 8:00.
plays
Alain Delon
in both the
All those who are currently taking
Italian Rocco and His Brothers and theology are invited. The music will
the French Purple Noon. In the be supplied by the Harvard Band
first he's a saint, in the second he's
The
and the price is one dollar
a devil, and does equally well in girls
at Pierce Secretarial School
both equally good films. Rocco promise a gala and eventful eveplays at the Beacon Hill and Purple ning at the Hotel Lenox tonight.
Noon at the Exeter.
It is entitled "The Harvest Hop"
Spencer Tracy and Frank Sinatra and as far as we can surmise the
continue in The Devil at 4 O'Clock admission is free.
Elsewhere, Mr.
at the Orpheum
With deep regret and our heartSardonicus plays at the Paramount, felt sympathies we announce that
Splendor in the Grass at the Astor, the student body at Emmanuel
and King of Kings (don't waste College will not present another
your money) at the Saxon.
long-awaited mixer until Novem-
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IN THE FLESH:
Lena Home plays her Nine
O'Clock Revue another full week
This is the
at the Colonial
final weekend for Bye Bye Birdie.
The Shubert features this rock n'
roll romp through teenager land.
Likewise, it's the last Saturday
for Paddy Chayefsky's The Tenth
Man. Rose Schwarts and Jacob
Ben-Ami star.
Monday sees the opening of two
post-Broadway productions. The
first is A Thurber Carnival, a series
of skits with music by J.T. Imogene
Coca heads the cast at the Wilbur.
The second is Fiorello!, the
story of Republican reform mayor
La Guardia of New York. From the

.
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ber 17.
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MUSIC MEN:
The Limeliters, an intellectual
Kingston Trio and singers of socioeconomic plights, will perform at
Symphony tonight at 8:30
Dave
Brubeck will be at Tech on November 10
November 12 sees
the performance of Verdi's Re-

...

..

quiem at Symphony at 8:30.

ART:
A selected display of some of
the finest examples of African art
from the collection of the Peabody
Museum at Harvard continues at
Fine Arts on Huntington. This
special exhibition features fine
wood carvings and masks, as well
as bronze, iron and ivory objects.
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THE TENTH MAN

One such solution is anti-Communism, a philosophy that is for
many people at once a religion and
By GEORGE MacDONALD
a way of life. It is by its very
nature negative, for it is dedicated
In works like Marty, Middle of the Night, and The Bachelor Party,
to the complete and total destruction of something, however evil playwright Paddy Chayefsky has taken candid looks at the troubled
this something may be.
and frustrated people who seem to fill every neighborhood pool room,
every crowded housing development and every smoke-filled bar in New
In its simplicity, anti-Communism can destroy only the effect York City. For his most recently produced endeavor, The Tenth Man.
and not the cause. The strange he has strayed no further than Mineola, Long Island for his locale,
interplay of social and economic where he has chosen a handful of Jews in a sadly delapidated synagogue
factors that made Russia (and for his customarily restless characters. Apparently his basic formula
parts of Latin America) ripe for
Communism are overlooked, and is a good one, for in this treatment of the strange and mysterious
the anti-Communist does not bother forces which, fight as we will, play important roles in our lives, Mr.
to reflect on the type of system Chayefsky has written a hauntingly beautiful play which hovers so
best suited to compete with and delicately between the natural and the supernatural, the profound and
eventually replace Communism.
the comic, that it is not only difficult for the viewer to discover just
No attempt is made to formulate where one flows into the other, but sets him wondering as to whether
a philosophy that can be used to the first is actually contained in the second. In The Tenth Man, the
fill the void which will be created author has somehow grasped, and has been able to convey, an almost
if Communism is ever completely disquietingly true portrait of the significance of human life itself: it
destroyed. For anti-Communism
harbors within itself the implicit is seen as something which can never be looked at as a whole, but still
assertion that everything will be appreciated in its entirety and to its depths by the isolated, and often
fine once we have destroyed the deeply meaningful pieces of it we see during our own lives: a single
reds. In this, it is not unlike the amusing, bitter, and often bewildering experience whose inconsistencies
very philosophy which it claims to
and unknowables do more to prove its value than its worthlessness.
oppose.
Set in a battered, run-down synagogue, whose ill-repaired interior
somehow conveys a sense of the hidden, the mysterious in its shadowed
disorder, the play sets the cynicism of its protagonist, Arthur Landau,
against the worldly, somewhat vague religious feelings of a group of
middle-aged Jews, and finally opposes both of these to the self-denying mysticism of a devout Cabala reader. These three groups are set in
motion, and begin involuntarily gravitating toward one another by the
sufferings of an eighteen year old girl, Evelyn Forman, an apparently
helpless schizophrenic who has sought the refuge of the temple in an
escape from her father and the institutions in which he has had to
place her. Her grandfather, however, is not of the same opinion as the
doctors who have examined Evelyn. He feels that she is not mentally
ill, but possessed of a dybbuk, a migratory soul which passes from one
body to another in its search for heaven, and therefore needs the ancient orthodox ceremony of exorcism far more than psychiatric aid. AlAt the farthest extreme from though clearly skeptical of the existence of dybbuks and the efficacy
anti-Communism lies a belief sim- of this rarely performed rite, his friends, always eager for a conspiracy
ilar in only one respect; it too is or something distracting on a dull Thursday afternoon, readily agree.
devoid of any rational foundation.
Its proponents do not hold that
Confined in the rabbi's inner office, Evelyn is oblivious to the gescommunism is the root of all evil ticulating frenzy
of the conspirators, each of whom has his own idea
(and here they are undoubtedly
correct). They claim that arma- of how the affair should be run, until she is confronted with Arthur
ments are the cause of all world Landau, the young man virtually pulled off the street by the synatensions, and their solution, every gogue's harried sexton to complete a morning prayer service quorum.
bit as simple as anti-Communism, Highly intelligent, but disillusioned, cynical, and morose, he has had
is to ban the bomb and start all everything the world has to offer: a home in Scarsdale, a successful
over again. They do not seem to law career, and easy access to other men's wives. Yet he finds life utrealize that as long as man has terly meaningless, believes in nothing, and has discovered, like Evelyn,
teeth he also has weapons.
the ineffectuality of psychiatric help. It is only together, as both of
slowly come to realize that in each other's unaffected sympathy
them
In between the two extremes,
understanding
they are somehow strengthened, that one begins to
and
one finds varying degrees of simplicity. There are those who want realize some hope for them: Evelyn, because she has come to love this
to pull out of the United Nations strange young man, and Arthur, because he feels an uncontrollable
one which eventually turns into love
for her innocence
and isolate themselves behind a fascination
wall of radar; there are those who and her basic naivete, qualities he has long believed undistilled into
wish to leave everything to the all- womankind.
encompassing State; and there are
The play, always well ordered and with a singleness of purpose,
those who wish to crawl underground and shoot their neighbors. effortlessly builds up the exorcism, revealing on the way that all of us
There are many; but they all seem are possessed by some sort of dybbuk and that in this case Arthur is
to have missed the point.
in greater need of the ceremony than is Evelyn. It is not surprising,
The problems which are now be- then, in the light of what has gone before, that the solemn ritual itself,
fore us are merely transient. And highlighted by the old afternoon sun filtering through the windows in
while provision must of course be dull illumination, the rhythmic chanting of the ten men filling the
made to solve them, provision must synagogue, and the slender candles flickering in the near darkness, proalso be made to prevent their reoccurence. Man must go beyond vides a moment unmatched in its ephemeral beauty: a miracle which
the effect and consider the causes. tenderly transforms mangled complexes into men, a cluttered, ill-kept
It will not be comfortable, but it room into a house of God, and a group of cynics, if not into mystics,
will be necessary.
into people with a more profound knowledge of themselves and their
place in the universe.
not
that
the
We do
advocate
President sit down with his advisors and formulate national goals.
What separates Mr. Chayefsky from many of today's less successNeither do we advocate a mass
playwrights is his unfailing human touch. The rare ability to deful
rearmament,
movement of moral
realistic characters combined with a sharp insight into all the
for this would inherently tend to lineate
different needs of human nature enable him to create
be based on emotionalism. Perhaps vagaries and the
Man people committed to the practicalities of the life
the answer lies in a personal, in- in The Tenth them,
which surrounds
and at the same time capable of peering beyond
tellectual search for ultimate truth,
into a strange world of superior forces?
material
confines
their
or in a relationship over and above
be those of God, love, or an intellectualism which takes
the emotional mummery that all whether they
playwright message
that love in itself is an act
too often surrounds religion. We in both. And if the
of faith, something greater than one's guilt complexes and neuroses,
do not pretend to know.
capable of removing the greatest emotional and intellectual impedicomes across neither as far-fetched or labored, it is due in
But we do know that formula- ments
tion of a positive philosophy for great part to director Tyrone Guthrie, who has done an extraordinary
life must first come from within job in setting the play's tempo and the emotions of its talented actors.
himself to vathe individual. Man must realize The viewer finds no trouble in continually readjusting
in the span of about ten
his imperfections and at the same riances of the play's ever-changing moods:
minutes he is deeply moved when the Cabalist finally receives a sign
time strive to overcome them.
from God, thoroughly delighted during a wild little celebration of JewIn the words of George F. Kan- ish song and dance which follows, and held in terror a few moments
nan, the first of many childish later as Evelyn writhes in agony on the floor. In Mr. Guthrie's sensithings to be put away "should be tive hands, the playwright's vision of life as continually changing,
self-idealization and the search often unpredictable, but always profound and beautiful in itself, is
for absolutes in world affairs." To- brought to a breathtaking realization; he helps considerably in making
day's world is "not the best of all Mr. Cheyefsky's dramatization of the power of faith, a faith which
conceivable worlds; but it is a regenerates two souls, brings a confused rabbi to the acceptance of
tolerable one, and it is worth living God in the up-to-date synagogue, and causes the spiritual rehauling of
in." We might add Amen.
several half-believing Jews, as deeply convincing as it is.
Yet it would seem that such reflection is today desperately needed,
even at the risk of being uncomfortable. Once Communism is destroyed (Oh happy thought!) a
frame of reference will be destroyed also, and millions of people
will be like the gentleman lost at
sea without a compass ?no place
to turn and no place to go. The
search for witches will have to
begin anew, and since many of
today's problems are complex and
seemingly insoluble, there is a decided possibility that the search
will culminate in another absolute
and oversimplified answer.
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Drill Team at
Half Time
The Boston College Lewis Drill
Team, XIII Corps champions for
five consecutive years, will perform in the half time show at the
lowa State game on Nov. 4. The
performance of the Drill Team in
the past has always been of a high
caliber, and this instance should be
no exception.
This year the Drill Team has already appeared in the Columbus
Day Parade. Other important appearances will be in the Veteran's
Day parades in Natick and Quincy,
parades on St. Patrick's Day, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day,
and in the Waltham Easter Parade.
The Drill Team will participate in
competitions at the Cherry Blossom Festival, Washington, D.C.,
United States Coast Guard Academy, Regional Pershing Rifle, and
most important in the XIII Corps
Competition. Appearances will also

Dr. Figurito
AWFUL
Speaks on Dante EVENT!

The Italian Academy will present Dr. Figurito, noted authority
on Dante, on Wednesday November 8 at 3 P.M., Campion 1. He
will give the first of a series of illustrated lectures on Dante's Divine Comedy. All are welcome.

be made in countless other parades
and honor guards as well as in all
Boston College R.O.T.C. functions.
The Lewis Drill Team is made
up of over 100 R.O.T.C. Cadets
under the command of Cadet Major
Gerald Turcotte. The team has as
its aim the development of good
character and leadership traits in
addition to excellence in military
drill. At a forthcoming event to be
held at the Boston Army Base Of-

Conflagration
Razes "Heights"
INU
newto proar

General is Hero
Hundreds of Dollars
Raised by Compassionate
Students

ficers Club, new members will be
presented fourrageres similar to
Early Wednesday morning,
those worn by all members of the shortly after this paper went to
team.
press, a great fire destroyed the
facilities of the Boston College
HEIGHTS. Saved from the conflagration (through the heroic
action of Campus Police General
Joseph Lyons) was a complete set
of last week's edition and seven
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Nursing Notes
By CATHY MAZZA
"Padre Pia generated holiness," re-elected President of the MassaDr. John McAleer said about his chusetts Nurses Association at the
interview with the noted stigmatist final session of this year's convenin his address at the first meeting tion in Swampscott, on October
of The Graduate Nurse English 25th.
Academy on Sunday, October 29th
The 1962 convention will be held
in Medford.
November 7th, Bth, and 9th at
"Padre Pia," he said, "is the only Sheraton Plaza Hotel in Boston.
male stigmatist known since Saint
Library Hours
Francis of Assisi. Others so blessed Because
of the unusually
have not actually experienced the crowded
conditions in the Cushing
stigmata every day as does Father
Hall library, is necessary to limit
Pia, but merely on Fridays or the number it
of seats available to
other sorrowful occasions.
students from other divisions of
Speaking as a guest of the
Boston College during the hours,
Academy, Dr. McAleer, had the 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the School of
rapt attention of his audience for Nursing library.
almost two hours. During his talk,
There will be no limitation of
he also pointed out that thousands
of pilgrims who have visited San seats after 5 p.m. and on Saturdays.
Jacinto have come away not only Graduate School Party
impressed with the extraordinary
An informal party will be given
sanctity of Father Pia but also by the Senior Class of Graduate
with his humble and joyous accept- Nurses on Wednesday, November
ance of the great privilege God Bth between 8 and 12 p.m. in
has granted to him.
Alumni Hall. All of the graduate
Convention
schools on campus are invited. AdMrs. Marie S. Andrews, profes- mission is 99 cents and hors
sor of the College of Nursing, was d'oevres and punch will be served.

typewriter keys.

The Committee for the Communistic Arts has organized a campaign to collect the amount of
$235.73 which is needed to restore
the HEIGHTS to its former location on the charred foundations of
the Student Activities Building.
Response to campaigns of this
sort have been so successful in the
past, that the committee anticipates little difficulty in raising the
necessary amount. Contributions
may be given through the collectors
who will be located in the foyer of
:
-: :
:::
:
:
the Lyons Hall cafeteria, distinHEIGHTS Photo by Greg Burke guished by
their slightly used cardTwo of the more than three hundred pints of blood given by BosB. C. Lewis Drill Team at 1961 Columbus Day Parade Fancy
which bear the let- ton College students, faculty, and R.O.T.C. are shown being let last
board
buckets
Turcotte
(forestand,
Gerald
"Queen Anne Present" at reviewing
ters WGBH.
week.
ground) commanding.
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HAVE A BALL. Every semester
has its bright spots ?and you can
enjoy them even more with
a refreshing glass of Bud®.
Ik
Where there's life £
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CAN YOU AFFORD

NOT

TO BE INSURED ?
A man or woman age 20 can get
$5,000 of Savings Bank Life
Insurance (5-year Renewable
Term) for only $2.25 a month.
And . . . annual dividends reduce
these costs even more. The savings
are what you get when you buy
Savings Bank Life Insurance.
Visit any Newton Savings Bank office or write to
Savings Bank Life Insurance Department
289 Washington St., Newton, Mass.

Serving the Newtons, Wellesley and Needham

NEWTON

SAVINGS BANK
ALL DEPOSITS INSURED IN FULL

KING OF BEERS

\u25a0

ANHEUSER

BUSCH. INC.

?

ST. LOUIS

?

NEWARK

?

LOS ANGELES

?

TAMPA

CHESTNUT HILL OFFICE
9 BOYLSTON STREET
(near Star Market)
\u25ba NEWTON CORNER

>

NEWTON CENTER
\u25ba NEWTON HIGHLANDS
y WELLESLEY SQUARE
\u25ba NEEDHAM SQUARE
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"Got the Material," Snooks;
Dino: "We Could Use a Giant"
By
MULVOY
MARK

Snooks Kelley considers himself
a very fortunate hockey coach.
"You don't replace two AllAmerican hockey players overnight," said Kelley, "but I've got
some real good material to build a
team."
Bill Daley, leading scorer in Boston College hockey annals, and
Tom 'Red' Martin graduated in
June and left a dent in B.C.'s offense and its defense.
"Billy Hogan, Paul Aiken, and
Jack Leetch have really been skating and scoring so far in practice
this season," said the affable Kelley. "Right now they're our top
line and it looks like they'll all have
good seasons."
Battling

Ken Giles, termed by Snooks as
'the most improved player from
last season'; Ed Sullivan, five-goal
scorer in the Bean Pot tourney who
teamed with Daley and Owen
Hughes on the first line last season; Charlie McCarthy, swing-man
on defense as a junior; Paul Lufkin, shifty right-wing from
Gloucester who has been bothered
by a pulled thigh in early workouts; Dave Mathews, freshman
M.V.P. who broke his finger Tuesday; captain-elect George Grant;
the Heggie twins, Jim and Gerry;
and Bucky Warren are battling for
other forward positions.
John Marsh is being tried at de-

fense with Jack Callahan.
O'Connor Back
Rod O'Connor, who teamed with
Martin at the blue line two years
ago, has returned and has been immense in workouts.
"Rod knows what to do. out
there," said Kelley. "He's not too
fancy but he gets the job done in
a big way."
Dave Duffy, regular defenseman
on Cambridge Latin's state championship team of a few years ago,
and Melrose's Tommy Latshaw also
are contesting for blue line duties.
Senior Charlie Driscoll has sole
occupancy of the goaltending job
with juniors Tom Cloherty and
Dave Fogarty in reserve.
Football halfback Tom Apprille,
all-scholastic netminder at Arlingtpn High, is expected on the ice
after the Holy Cross game on December 2.
Dino's Dilemma
How to cope with a tough schedule when your tallest regular is 6
ft. 5 in. in height?
That's been Dino Martin's problem since late last Spring.
"We'll be a different ball club
every game," said Martin. "Against
Providence we won't be able to
match them in height so we'll try
to run them to death."
The Friars, second opponent on
the slate, have 6 ft. 11 in. John
Thompson and 6 ft. 10 in. Jim
Hadnot at forward spots.
"However, when we play some
other team we might throw all our
height into the game rather than
run," continued Martin.
Personnel
Jim Hooley has looked better
than ever and will definitely start
at a corner spot, according to Martin.
Gerry Ward looms as the starting center because of his exceptional defensive and rebounding
ability. His shooting percentage,
.594 last season, indicates that he
isn't a slouch on offense.
Bill Foley, bothered with leg
miseries to date, probably will nab
the other corner spot. The captainelect has been hobbled early in the
season ever since he came to B.C.
Chuck Chevalier, Mister Playmaker; Billy Donovan, the hot-andcold man with the two-handed jump
shot; and junior Jerry Power, a
defensive hound with a good shot,
are battling for the guard positions. This struggle may last until
the day of the opening game.
Reserves include forward Bob
Boberg, sharp-shooter from
Worcester; George Fitzsimmons, a
swing man from St. Louis who
topped the freshman team last
Winter; Bob Madigan, burly center
from Matignon; Charlie Carr, the
people's choice; and a few others
whose names elude this inactive
mind,

Eaglets Notch Second;
Muzzle Terriers, 26-6
By

BERNIE McGOVERN

The Boston College Eaglets easily gained their second victory in
as many games, 28-6 at the expense
of a depleted Boston University
contingent last Saturday afternoon
at Alumni Stadium. The TerrierPups, only twenty members strong,
were unable to contain B.C.'s powerful ground attack which netted
353 yards and accounted for all of
the locals' tallies.
The Eaglets, led by the plunges
of fullback Don Moran and the offtackle slants of halfback Gary
Testa, threatened on their first
series of downs but failed to score
when Moran fumbled in the end
zone. But later in the first quarter
a fumble recovery by tackle Bill
Schoeck on the B.U. 25 yard line
set up the initial Eaglet touchdown.
On the next play, halfback Bill
Murphy dashed the 25 yards around
left end to pay dirt. Quarterback
Steve Murray, successfully utilizing the shotgun formation, ran for
the two point conversion.

Coach Dickie's men wasted no
time in expanding their lead once
the second half commenced. This
effort took only six plays and was
climaxed by Bob Shann's 50 yard
sprint into the B.U. end zone. As
soon as the Frosh regained the ball,
they immediately cashed in on
another six points.
The final B.C. score came midway through the last period on a
12 yard jaunt by Moran's replacement, John Walsh of Quincy, who
was the brunt of the locals' offense
in the concluding quarter.
In the fourth quarter the Terriers produced a number of firsts.
They gained a first down, crossed
into B.C. territory and finally, with
six seconds left, scored.
"Defensively they looked strong
?especially the line," Hefferle said.
"Bill Risio and Dick Cremin
(guards) did their usual good jobs
along with Bob Pisinski and John
Yaukoes (center)."
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Cross-Country Team
Edged by Friars 26-29
By TERRY RYAN
The cross-country team lost its victory. He won by two hundred
second meet of the season last week yards over a thoroughly beaten
at Franklin Park. Running against Blewjas. The winning time, 21:14,
Providence College, the Eagles lost was the fastest ever turned in by
a close one, 26-29. The first five a B.C. runner over the course.
B.C. runners had finished before Providence nailed down the team
Providence's top five had crossed victory with their first four finthe line, but Providence won on the ishers. They took second, third,
strength of the low places which fifth, and sixth positions. Tommy
they had gathered in. The meet Meagher, running one of his very
was run over the New England best races for the Maroon and
Championship course. It was the Gold, took two Providence runners
first time this year that either in the last mile to finish in fourth
team had a crack at this route. To place. Henry Keller, Doug Macjudge from the winning times of Quarrie, and Jim Duff, took seventh,
Larry Rawson in the varsity race eighth, and ninth places respectiveand Phil Jutras in the frosh con- ly for the Eagles. However, tenth
test, B.C.'s performance in the up- place, going to Providence, proved
coming New England's is certainly to be the deciding factor.
worth looking forward to.
On the freshman side, the only
From the start, the varsity race story is Phil Jutras. As a team,
was a two-man affair. Larry Raw- the frosh have been a pretty sorry
son and Providence's Stan Blew- sight during cross country season.
jas went to the front early in the It is a question of just not having
race and stayed there. For nearly enough cross country runners in
three miles, Rawson was content to this year's crop of freshman. But
shadow Blewjas. But on the steep Jutras?well now, that is somehill that marks the end of the first thing else. Last year, Phil was
loop around the course, Rawson New England cross country chamtook the lead. Blewjas fought hard pion. Since migrating from Manfor the next mile but could not con- chester, N.H., to Chestnut Hill, he
tain Rawson's powerful running. has lived up to all his advance bilBy the time they reached the hill lings. In four races, he has won
for the second time, Rawson was four times and has never even been
far in front and well on his way to pushed.

THE BELL TELEPHONE
COMPANIES SALUTE
CARL HORN
How many more people will need telephone
service in Illinois by 1970? How many more telephone buildings should be built, how much more
equipment ordered? Helping to find the right
answers (because the wrong ones could be very expensive) is the job of Carl Horn, a telephone company economist who graduated from college just last
year. His studies and estimates help management

make important forecasting decisions. Decisions that
will bring advanced communications to the nation,
Carl Horn of Illinois Bell Telephone Company,
and other young men like him in Bell Telephone
Companies, help make your telephone and communications service the finest in the world,
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Cyclones Roar Into
THIRD DEGREE BYRNE... by Chuck Phillips
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Beantown

Crump, Tomeo Return
For "Big 8" Invasion
By JOE

GERGEN

Alumni Stadium will provide the setting for an interesting
study in contrast tomorrow afternoon. On one side will be the
home forces of Boston College, which boasts one of the biggest
and strongest lines in the country. Facing them will be an
lowa State team whose physical dimensions liken them to
an average high school team in the East. But this picture of
David and Goliath could be terribly misleading. The reasons
for this are sixfold, namely the six games in which the
Cyclones have participated. For the men from Ames, lowa
have rolled to a 4-2 record, including wins over Oklahoma
and Kansas State, two institutions with no small degree of
notoriety.
The rise of lowa State as a major power coincided with the resurgence of the Big Eight. Previous
to last season the conference was
affectionately known as "Okla-

homa and the Seven Dwarfs," but
Missouri, Colorado, and Kansas
along with lowa State have helped
to erase this hardly edifying image.
But the Cyclones had accomplished
all this with Tom Watkins, a magnificent fullback, and a tremendous group of iron men on the forward wall. Now they were gone
and the only bright spot appeared
to be Dave Hoppman, who, as a
sophomore last year, had led the
conference in rushing from his tailback position. Twenty-two sophomores were included in State's
forty-eight man roster, and the
squad's depth was somewhat questionable.

The Cyclones came all the way
back last week, however, as Dave
Hoppman, fresh out of the hospital, ran 69 and 71 yards for two
TD's and passed 40 yards for another score as the Red and Gold
stomped Kansas State, 31-7.
Now the good, small men of lowa
State are in Boston to battle the
BC eleven, the biggest team they
will see this season. Leading this
foray is the aforementioned Dave
Hoppman who is currently ranked
fifth nationally in rushing. At 178
pounds, Hoppman is the heaviest
man in the backfield, which averages 170.
The line itself is not much bigger. The average weight is a none
too beefy 198, and Right End Steve
Sturek tips the scales at a hefty
165 (sft. 9in.). Tackles Tom Graham (214) and Dick Walton (219)
provide State with its two largest
linemen in quite a few years.
What they lack in size, however,
they more than compensate for in
speed and agility. One of the last
exponents of the Tennessee single
wing, Coach Clay Stapleton has
molded a team that fights and
scraps as hard as any team in the
country. A chief weapon of the Cyclone attack is double-team blocking from an unbalanced line, a

As if in answer to the experts,
the Cyclones opened up with three
consecutive triumphs. First came
Drake, a traditional set-up, and
lowa State waltzed to a 21-0 shutout. The first conference foe, Oklahoma State, put up a stubborn
fight but finally succumbed, 14-7.
The next one, however, was a
shocker. Oklahoma wasn't expected
to win all the marbles this year,
but the Sooners were optimistic
about finishing in the upper divi- strategy peculiar to single wing
sion. The Cyclones shattered all teams. For the most part the Cythat with their finest game of the clones stay on the ground, but
season, edging the Sooners, 21-15. Hoppman is a more than adequate
The following week State held passer if it is required.
B.C. will counter with some
Kansas to a 7-7 tic for three quarters before the Jayhawkers finally strategy of its own. George Van
located their tremendous potential Cott will start at left half while
and toppled the Cyclones, 21-7. Guy Garon will move into the role
But the lowans could find no con- of starting quarterback. All the
solation the following week as un- Eagle wounded will be ready. Mike
By CRYSTAL
beaten Missouri pulled out a 13-7 Tomeo and Harry Crump, two very
decision in the final ten minutes of noticeable absentees for the past
BALL GAZER
play. State played inspired ball, few weeks, will fill out the startcoach Bobby Dodd faces son, Gator but the Tigers were just too strong. ing backfield.
qb Bobby Dodd, Jr. Liberatore and
Tennessee vs. No. Carolina: Vols
Dodd give Gators a fine offense but had trouble with Chattanooga but
pt.
defense;
Tech stresses
one
dif- star back Glass was hurt. Tarheels
ference last year: Ga. Tech by 6.
have good backs and fair line. Glass
By ROBERT E. OTLEWSKI
healthy now and soph backs imlowa vs Ohio State: Hawkeyes proved: Tennessee by 8.
On October 28 and 29, the Boshurt by loss of Hollis and injury to Kansas vs. Nebraska: Talented ton College Sailing team competed
L. Ferguson; R. Ferguson and Jayhawks have won 3 in a row in the New England Team Racing
Kattenhenrich gained 215 of State's since their dismal start; Corn- Championship Eliminations. The
357 yds. rushing while alternating huskers have shown a strong de- Eliminations were held both at
Saturday. Szykownoy passes not fense
but an inconsistent offense. M.I.T. and at the U.S. Coast Guard
enough: Ohio State by 10.
Hadl, McClinton make it 4 straight: Academy.
On Saturday, Harvard beat B.C.
Dayton vs. Holy Cross: Game Kansas by 12.
by one point and things looked
Texas vs. SMU; Longhorns are gloomy. But the team rallied and
always played at Cross, which
holds 7-1 edge. If Crusaders have SWC leader and lead nation in finished the day beating everyrecovered from last week's defeat offense; Mustangs have won only body, including a highly favored
they should have little trouble with two but have kept scores close. Coast Guard team.
the punchless Flyers: Holy Cross Strong line and breakaway backs,
Sunday morning began with a
Cotton and Saxton, will have little surprise upset of Harvard by Bowby 15.
trouble: Texas by 16.
doin. This gave B.C. high hopes for
Army vs. Detroit: Once beaten winning the meet. But in the next
Titans have one of nation's top race B.C. was beaten by Coast
passers in Gross and fine ends in Guard. The only hope was that B.C.
Receiving
Cght. Yds. TD Vargo and Stonebreaker. Cadets win the rest of its races, including
Kirouac
4
44
0 have inconsistent offense but are Harvard. B.C. renewed the streak
Crump
3
19
0 strong defensively and are at right through the last race with
Flanagan
2
38
0 home: Army by 7.
Harvard. Victory was ours until
Duke vs. Michigan: Blue Devils the announcement came through
Smith
2
16
0
Barrett
2
13
0 lead ACC and have a bevy of fast that the race was protested by
Fleigner
1
16
0 backs; Wolverines have just as fast Harvard. The racing committee
Downes
1
15
0 backs and a better line: Michigan ruled that the race should be reJanas
1
12
1 by 6.
sailed. In the re-race B.C. led up
Georgia vs. Miami (Fla.): Both to the third mark until the lead
Shaughnessey
1
0
7
teams are twice beaten. Mira to boat fouled Harvard when the wind
Scoring
TD
FG PAT Miller one of best passing combin- shifted in the middle of a jybe.
Van Cott
10
This put Harvard in first with
0 ations in country: Miami by 10.
Oregon St. vs. Washington St.: Coast Guard in second.
Sullivan
10
0
Sailing for B.C. was Jim Lee,
Tomeo
10
0 Pits two of nation's best QB's,
Crump
10
0 WSU's Melin and OSU's Baker; Mike Hanna, Vinny Albano, and
10
Janas
0 WSU also has leading pass catcher Doug Magde. Their crews consisted
Kirouac
0
3 in defending champ Campbell. Su- of Pete Dews, John Mullenholz,
3
Graham
10
0 perior depth wins: Ore. State by 8. Phil Kanuf, and Bob Otlewski.

REBELS, IRISH FAVORED
By

VIN CLAYTON

Three more teams were spilled from the ranks of the
unbeaten last Saturday as the college season passed the halfway mark with only 9 undefeated teams left. The best defensive record in the country is that of little Pittsburg (Kan.) St.
which has allowed only 7 pts. in 7 games; the leading offensive
team is Florida A&M which is averaging 58.6 pts. a game. The
nation's leading scorer is Pete Pedro of W. Texas St. with
84 pts.
The Crystal Ball, with a 75% aerials have fizzled but runners
this season, this week are good enough: Notre Dame by
12.
sees:

average

LSU vs Mississippi: the Rebels
have won 10 straight since last
years tic and haven't lost in 20
games. Tigers have lost only once
since qb Amedee took over last
year. Game could decide SEC
crown; last 4 games very close, a
field goal could decide: Mississippi
by 3.
Maryland vs Perm State: Terrapins coach Nugent has called his
team the best in the country; the
Nittany gained 269 yds. rushing
Saturday. Mitinger, Hall and co.
too much for "best team": Perm
State by 8.

Columbia

Cornell: Big Red
pre-season pick for Ivy champ
hasn't won a league game; Lions
Ivy dark horse have shown surprising strength. Lions inconsistent
but will rebound after Saturday's
upset: Columbia by 10.
Navy vs Notre Dame: Middie
win streak broken last week; Irish
have lost two straight. Irish rushed
for 223 yds. Saturday while Middies
gave up 277 yds. on ground. Irish
vs

Pitt vs Syracuse: Orange are injury riddled but still have Ernie
Davis; return of Tranficant has
made Panthers new team. In a 2nd
straight upset: Pitt by 6.
Florida vs Ga. Tech: Engineer

Football Statistics
Rushing
Crump

Van Cott
Tomeo

TC
41
51

22
Shaughnessey 19
14
Sullivan
Janas
25
13
Shields
9
Flanagan
8
Carlino
Barrett
5

Passing

Van Cott
Carlino
Receiving

Graham
Sikorski
Tomeo

Gain
169

160
67
57
45
71
31

28
25
14

Aye.

4.2
3.1
3.0
3.0

TD

2.4
3.1

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

2.8

0

3.2

2.8
3.0

0

Att. Comp. NG Int. TD
114
38 497 7 3
4
53 2 0
16
Cght. Yds. TD
12
211
1
10
0
84
85
6
1

Sailors Surprise

